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HEN YOU enter the world of David Cronenberg, there are no slashers in the closet. No one pops up out of the bathtub after a certain drowning. The wind doesn’t rattle the windows or make the curtains billow like death shrouds. No. The horror in the world of David Cronenberg is not the easy, external horror of the slasher, but the far creepier, insidious horror of the self, of self-consciousness. I think, therefore I might not be. It’s out of such a disturbing state of mind (and body) that Cronenberg has fashioned his remarkable body of work. Following two "underground" films — Stereo and Crimes of the Future — in the late Sixties, Cronenberg released his first feature, They Came From Within (also known as Shivers), in 1975, in which the repressed residents of a sterile high-rise become infected with parasites that sex them up in unusual ways. Marilyn Chambers, sporting an underarm phallic spike, starred in his next picture, Rabid, after which Cronenberg made a skidding detour onto the drag strip for the forgettable Fast Company. It wasn’t until the Eighties that he really hit stride. The Brood was a masterpiece. The horror of the first film, Scanners brought Cronenberg his drive-in audience, with its famous exploding head and sci-fi subtext; Videodrome was a complicated, polyptic exploration of the connection between image, power and flesh, starring James Woods and Debbie Harry. The Dead Zone found Cronenberg boiling down the Stephen King bestseller and extracting the best performance of Christopher Walken’s career. And then The Fly put him squarely over the top. Featuring Jeff Goldblum and Geena Davis, Cronenberg’s reworking of the laughable little Fifties original was masterful: Taut, vicious, disgusting, metaphorically rich and intellectually rigorous, it was slamming yet subtle, like the best of all his work. After The Fly, he turned down the temperature with Dead Ringers, a stainless-steel-on-skin story of self-destructive, identical-twin gynecologists (both played brilliantly by Jeremy Irons) that scraped to the core of the problem of identity — how we separate self from other. Indeed, considering these six films, an argument can be made that Cronenberg was the most consistently interesting filmmaker of the Eighties.

And now comes the unfilmable film Naked Lunch, Cronenberg’s long-wished-for fusion of his vision with that of William Burroughs. It’s quite a strange film, hardly the free-for-all that the Burroughs novel of the same name promises. Rather, the film is dry as dust, bristly in its intelligence and unsettling in its aura — it’s like a visit to the mental dentist. It’s also one of the few pictures that generously rewards a second viewing.

I met with Cronenberg in his native Toronto, where he lives quietly — when he’s not racing cars — with his second wife and his three children. We talked in his small, Spartan office as the snow swirled outside.

In the past you’ve mentioned that you are afflicted with the curse of balance. Maybe this is what people mean when they say my films are conservative. Theoretically, it’s wonderful to see someone’s unbalanced. In the sense that actors would always prefer to play a villain, because it allows them to express that obsessive craziness which, despite the danger of it, is still admired in our culture. Evil is more interesting, cinematically, than good. But I’m not even thinking in terms of evil. Evil is a whole other thing. The minute you say evil, I think Christianity. I don’t think that word around, and it may not be something I even believe in. But let’s say cinemetic evil, okay, I’m willing to go that far. Yeah, it’s more interesting. Because it illuminates things, partly, and partly because it’s cathartic. A villain in a bizarre, twisted way is always a Christlike figure: You know he’s going to die, and he’s dying for your sins, for your rage, for your craziness; he’s doing it for you so you don’t have to do it. But your movie never give us an easy evil. They always present both sides of every situation. And it almost leads to a kind of analysis paralysis....

I do think it’s a Canadian thing, this balance. Up to a point it’s a virtue, and beyond that it’s neurotic. I do know people who are so self-obsessed and so self-analytical and so self-critical that they could sit in a room talking to themselves for years and never allow themselves to act. Because they would anticipate the exaltation, the elaboration of the situation. Anticipating an affair, for example. A simple thing. They would think: I could call her, but then this could happen. I could arrange an accidental meeting: I could bump into her at the cafeteria, but then this could happen. And on and on. To the point where no action would be taken.

And thus they persist — Canada!

And thus, they would, to me. To a certain extent. At its worst, not at its best.

While the United States of America is already contemplating date rape! [Laughter] Yes, exactly. That’s right. No, not contemplating doing it.

Thus the attraction of Canadians to things American, but also the repulsion?

That’s right. It’s definitely a love-hate relationship.

And where do you find yourself in that nexus as a Canadian filmmaker whose largest audience is American?

Right in the middle. It’s a very interesting place to be. It’s a Canadian place to be.

You’ve said that all horror springs from the Latin phrase ‘Terminus est mortis conturbatur meditatio’ — the fear of death disturbs me. Was there any way for you to resolve your fear of death other than by making movies about it, or have you not resolved it even with the movies?

I don’t know if it’s really resolvable for me, but we’ll see. I think it would have to be through art, and I think in one sense that is what all art is. I don’t mean to be reductive, but I don’t think that’s so reductive, because the question of death is not a simple question. It’s not just fear of death, it’s meaning of life — it’s the same question. If you’re religious, you talk about what God might be like, what the nature of God is. The question of human mortality is not a simple question.

Are you posting ‘art against death’?

I’m posting art as a means of coming to terms with death. Yes, I’m putting art in opposition to religion or as a replacement for religion, in the sense that if religion is used to allow you to come to terms with death, and also to guide you in how to live your life, then I think that art can do the same thing. But in a much less schematic way, in a much less rigid and absolute way. Which is why it appeals to me and religion doesn’t.

Your particular kind of horror has never been situational horror (the man-in-the-basement-with-the-knife) as much as existential, philosophical horror. Where does that come from?

I really think it comes from what I need art for. I don’t need the story around the campfire; there’s a couple of great campfire-type horror stories. But they are basically the man-in-the-basement-with-the-knife. To the extent that that can be cathartic and entertaining, fine. But it’s not enough for me. I want, I need more from what I do: I need more complexity, I need more philosophies, and I need more of a struggle in my art than that. More of a struggle with myself.

If there’s a horror in confronting the inevitability of death — and we all carry our little mini-horror film around with us in the shape of our own deaths — wouldn’t eternal

S A N artist, your responsibility is to be irresponsible. As soon as you talk

about social and political responsibility, you’ve amputated the best limbs

you’ve got as an artist. You are plugging into a very restrictive system.

life be an even greater horror?

Oh, yeah. There’s no way out, that’s one of the problems. No one really wants to live forever, not really. But on a theoretical level, by apposition, you don’t want to die, so you really are saying you want to live forever — even though you know that’s not really going to work. Now, I’ve had moments where the inevitability of death is an absolute strength — it’s an escape, it’s a freedom. And certainly people who find themselves in a hideous situation, like the concentration camps, there’s a point where death is truly a release. So, the idea that death is merciful, that’s not only a schematic concept to me, I can feel it as an emotional reality as well.
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At the beginning of *Naked Lunch* is the quote ‘Nothing is true, everything is permitted.’ Although I don’t think it was originally conceived by Hassan I. Sabbah as an existentialist statement, in a way it is. It’s saying: Because death is inevitable, we are free to invent our own reality. We are part of a culture, we are part of an ethical and moral system, but all we have to do is take one step outside it and we see that none of that is absolute. Nothing is true. It’s not an absolute. It’s only a human construct, very definitely able to change and susceptible to change and rethinking. And you can then be free. Free to be unethical, immoral, out of society and agent for some other power, never belonging. Ultimately, if you are an existentialist and you don’t believe in God and the judgment after death, then you can do anything you want. You can kill, you can do whatever society considers the most taboo thing.

Including suicide?

Including suicide.

'The Dead Zone' essentially ends with a suicide: Max reveal kills himself at the end of 'Videodrome'; Brandon at the end of 'The Fly' asks for a mercy killing; and the Marsal twins end 'Dead Ringers' with what is basically a double-suicide. Your last four pictures all end with suicide, so it’s obviously something you’ve given a lot of thought to.

Yeah. It’s probably the only way we can give our death a meaning. Because otherwise it’s completely arbitrary. It comes because of some small bodily malfunction or some accident – a safe falls on your head. You’re Krazy Kat and a safe falls on your head and it doesn’t mean anything! It means fuck-all. And so you say, I don’t like this, I don’t like the fact that death, which is a pretty important moment in my life, I don’t like this to have no meaning. The only way you can do anything about that is to control the moment and the means of your death. And that means suicide, basically.

In opposition to this, you have an inbuilt, genetically programmed desire to survive and stay alive at all costs, no matter how hideous the circumstances. To survive and to live no matter what. In the West, suicide is basically considered a cowardly thing that comes out of despair or hopelessness and is something you should have therapy or take pills for so that you won’t do it. I think I’ve had to find my own way through that.

I was shocked when Hemingway committed suicide, because he obviously could have lived a lot longer. But he made his very Hemingwayesque statement that all that mattered to him was fucking and writing and hunting and fishing, and that he couldn’t do any of them any more, so why be alive? And as you get older you say, he has a point, he really does. If your life has meaning, then it can also cease to have meaning. And if you’re still alive after that point, what are you? And I also believe, really, that the only meaning that there is in the universe comes from the human brain. I don’t think that there is a God or that there is an external system of meaning out there that exists apart from human beings. So, from that point of view, it’s even more cogent. The possibility that suicide is an elegant and properly structured way out of life – that it could be, anyway. And whether I could ever do that, under certain circumstances, or could overcome the will to be alive, which is strong, I don’t know.

When I heard that Hemingway had died, I became Hemingway. I imagined him taking the shotgun, I imagined him the way he did it, and the feel. Did the barrel cling on his teeth? How did it feel? I imagined the moment of death. Whenever I read about a suicide, I do that. And, in a sense, whenever I’m having a character in my films die, I’m rehearsing my own death.

I want to touch on catharsis. You routinely insist on catharsis in your films as a benefit and a raison d’être for horror as a genre, and yet I’ve rarely consumed the work of an artist that leaves me feeling less cathartic than yours.

Yeah. Yeah. Well, it’s the catharsis of the ambivalent. Maybe that’s what I’m selling to you here. If you’re simplistic, or your work is simplistic, or you choose to make it simple, then there can be a simple catharsis; and you get that in soap operas, you get it in the traditional comedy, where things are tied up in the end and everything feels all right after you’ve gone through some perilous moments. And maybe, the catharsis in my films is more complex, in that it is my re- reaffirming that things are not simple, not easy – perhaps not ever – resolveable. When I’m feeling... when I need a book, I don’t want a book in which everything is sweet and neat and nice. What book do you take to the island with you? What really consouls you? Is it something that tells you everything is all right? Is that really consolation? I feel that it’s not.

But even with the intellectual ramifications of doubt, which your work provides, it seems like one could have those and still provide for the audience more release and recovery.

It sounds like trout fishing [laughs]. You catch them, say hif and throw them back.

You’ve caught them in the theater – the audience at trout!

And maybe I don’t want to let them go. Maybe catharsis is, literally, letting them off the hook too easily!

I’m not insisting that catharsis is the be-all and end-all, I’m just pointing out that it’s a mechanism that seems to be there. And obviously, it can vary hugely from work to work. But certainly when you begin to mix your blood with the characters in the film, or if it’s a scary film, you’re mixing your own anxieties with the anxieties that are being played out in the film, the ca-
that Tom Cruise has a terrible experience in the VA hospital, but by the end, you've recovered, because in the grand—Well, that's because Oliver Stone is afraid to say the truth. For all the shouting, he's still not quite able to deliver the final blow, which is that Cruise had these horrible experiences in the VA hospital and it didn't mean anything. And it didn't happen to you. And it really has fucked the guy's life, and nothing can be done about it! That's the truth that maybe is not speakable for Oliver Stone, I don't know. It's a hard truth. And the truth does really lend itself to the dramatic structures that are immediately available to the Hollywood filmmaker. I'm not saying absolute truth, but in the particular construct which you are dealing with for two hours, there can be relative truths that mean something. To the extent that you are a Hollywood filmmaker, you have to buy the several suits that are on the rack. And you have to expend or contract to fit them. The transformational aspects of love, relationship and the body itself—the mutating possibilities—is something that you verbally have endorsed as exciting, inventive, attractive; and yet your films, in a very different way, always show those sorts of mutations and transformations in a quite horrific light. Hmm. Dramatically, of course, something that goes wrong is always more interesting than something that goes right. I have to confess to being part of that structure. It's Shavian: Conflict is the essence of drama. I mean, if a guy transforms into a fly and it's really nice and everybody likes it, you know, what have you got? You've got a comedy on TV. But you don't have heavy-duty dramatic stuff. So that's part of it.

And the other part is that I'm perhaps admitting in the films what might be possibly positive in theory is maybe quite difficult to manipulate to the point where it's positive in practice. I'm trying to say: Well, what happens when we put this theory into practice? That's the extent to which my films are my little fab experiments. I say: Let's try it out. Here's a guy who's transforming into this, and uh-oh, I see a problem, it's not turning out so nice, what he's going to do? In a way, it's play. It's the way children play to try things out. Do you ever feel sometimes, if you go further than other people will go? That people carry with them a certain expectation when they see a Cronenberg film?

You are plugging into a very restrictive system that is going to push and pull and mold you and is going to make your art totally useless and ineffective. Formally, your art is more willing to stick with a tight controlled frame—more willing to show "talking heads" than a lot of other auteur artists are? Yeah. Yeah. To me, the "talking head" is the essence of cinema. The most fascinating thing to a baby is the human face. The baby will look at your face and watch your face move and want to touch it, it gives you a whole other insight into what a face is. We get very used to them, but in fact, if it's a fantastic head, and what it's talking about is fantastic, then you can't have anything better. It's the best! So I'm not afraid of it. I'm not afraid to sit on a close-up and let it happen. If you've got the right face saying the right things at the right moment, you've got everything cinema can offer. Let's get into one of my favorite subjects—sexual politics. You've been asked before about the "sexual humiliation" of women in your films, and I'll just read you one of your responses, which is maybe the best way into this discussion. "I think it certainly has to do with the fact that I am male, and my fantasies and my unconscious are male. I think I give a reasonable amount of expression to the female part of me, but I still think that I am basically heterosexual male. . . . I have no reason to think that I have to give equal time to all sexual fantasies whether they're my own or not. Let those people make their own movies—leave me alone to make mine. . . . If I'm going to get into scenes of bondage and torture, I'll show a female instead of a male. . . . Fantasies are sexual, not sexist." I say, "basically heterosexual." I was recently talking to a journalist who was making a very cogent point, of the gyness that goes through all my work. And I say, "Well, you know, I'm interested in sexuality, and in my normal fashion I don't want to limit myself to what I might live out of." One of the reasons you do art is to live other people's lives and to plug into other modalities. One of the reasons actors act is to be other people. So I'm not afraid of homosexuality, and I'm not afraid of exploring those things. And I have explored those things in the films. There are a few men I sort of long to trade places with, and they come into the movies, too. You have a kind of—"I don't know if we want to say—"repressed" homosexuality in a lot of your work. The first two films you did—'Stevie' and ' Crimes of the Future'—your lead actor certainly had a gay presence; then you gave Marlyn Chambers an undecorated phallus in 'Rabid'—But I gave her a vagina; I gave her a cunt, too! First there's the cunt, and then the phallus—it's both, you got everything! I gave her everything! And you gave Max Areas [James Woods] a vagina in his stomach in ' Videodrome,' and vagina dentata as well. So there's a sort of bisexual play through the work. Has this always been part of your consciousness? Yeah. I think it has been. I think we start off with what Freud called a polymorphous perverseness. Which is not a negative thing. It's a children's sexuality before it becomes specific and genitalized and acculturized and all that. We have what we called an omnisexuality. Which does not recognize the sorts of normal barriers and liaisons and taboos. And to the extent that I'm interested in exploring stuff that's beyond taboo, I would explore not just bisexuality but any kind of sexuality. Dog sexuality. Animal sexuality. Insect sexuality. Whatever. The sexuality of food or touch or words. So I don't think I'm limiting myself to bisexuality. That's just the most obvious to people. They might not see some of the other things I do as sexual, and I do.

Have you experienced any of these things in your life, or only in the world of the image? Unfortunately not. Well, I won't say I haven't, but not in the sensationalist way that any journalist would of course want to discover. Now, however—within the act of normal, quotidian sex—you do have these Dionysian moments. And that I have experienced, definitely. Without the aid of drugs, I will add, because I really don't do that. Moments when you are not male or female, you are just sexual. And you don't know whether you are being fucked or you are fucking, and it doesn't make any difference. Personally, I'm really just that. And at the best moments, that's the way it always is. You lose, to a huge extent, your individuality. And yet, it's the individuality that heightens the sexuality—you know who you're having sex with.

Why are you so attracted to images of sexual violence? I don't think I am. Am I? I'm not. I'm definitely not. I think you are. How many minutes of my films are devoted to that as opposed to, say, discussion. In 1983 you said, "That isn't to say that I haven't noticed that I can be attracted to images of sexual violence and wonder what that means about myself." I'm just asking you the same question you ask yourself: What do you think it means about yourself? Sure, I guess that was at the point of Videodrome, where I was actually creating some images of sexual violence so I could be linked and addicted to my own movie. Maybe. Well, sexuality is, as we've been discussing, a complex thing. As it becomes connected with various cultural dynamics, it can start to express itself in various ways that we might call perverse, unnatural or unacceptable, or politically incorrect is what we'd say today. And yet they seem very forceful, these images or concepts. There are a lot of people who do play bondage in sex—play bondage. Of course, you're not supposed to talk about this. And yet I remember my cat. In cat sex, the male cat seizes the female cat by the neck, he bites her neck to hold her down, and she's struggling with him like she doesn't want to have sex with him at all. And then when she finally manages to get away, she sort of rolls around on the ground in a very flirtatious fashion [Cont. on 96]
Cronenberg

[Cont. from 70] and waits for him to come to her again.

That's the way lions are doing it in Africa.

They are doing it at this very moment, thank God, whatever few lions there are left. And you say, that comes from surviv-
al of the fittest: The most aggressive male is the one who is going to survive, so the female's got to make it difficult for him to get to her and so on. And maybe there is still a holdover of that in human sexuality.

And maybe there is something in female sexuality that comes from that very primitive beginning, which wants a man to dominate, which wants a man to defeat other men in order to have this woman, and then she herself makes it a little diffi-
cult just to make sure that he's really seri-
ously interested in the most aggressive domin-
ate male - and has to pin her down or to tie a sash cord around her arm or wrist or just hold her down with force when they're having sex, and that's more satis-
fying. And you will not find any feminists who will admit that this is a possibility.

However, we have now taken our evolu-
tion into our own hands, we have done it long ago, we have mucked about with our environment, so that all of those fac-
tors that might have made survival of the fittest work don't necessarily work in our society, because we have dephalosized our society. It's now no longer necessarily the guy who's physically strongest - it might be the guy who's the best at manipulating stocks on Wall Street who is the dominant one. But how does he express this domi-
inance that is no longer physical?

By having the biggest house or having the fastest car -

That's exactly right. Or having the most mistresses. And we haven't sorted it out, it's all happened, half the time we're doing it anyway, and that's all it's true. But underneath it all, there might still be the desire in men to physically dominate women and the desire in women to be physically submissive to men through a bit of a struggle.

A bit of a shadow struggle even then. With my cat - she was going to get fucked, and she knew it and he knew it, but they still had to go through the whole thing. Why is it so horrible if that is still a vestige that we have to deal with? It's only horrible because of political implications and cul-
tural problems, and it becomes a political/ cul-
tural football. And it makes these peo-
ple, who still must do these things, these poor men and women, all of us maybe, sublimate it or change it or shift it or rig-
er it around somehow in our mind so that we don't have to feel ashamed of our sexual politics in bed and all that kind of stuff. It's interesting. And I am interested in exploring it. I think that may well be the reason why — hum, a naked woman put-
tied up? Do men respond to that sexual-
ity? Well, I think they do. I really do.

Now it might vary from culture to culture. Certainly in Japan it's more accepted as a sort of ritual of sexuality embedded in the culture than here. But I say, yeah, I do respond to that. And I think I've been

to figure out why, and it's not deadly - and it doesn't mean that I hate women and want to kill them. I think it comes from somewhere else.

There's a possibility that we're hard-wired for a lot of stuff.

There's no doubt that we're hard-

wired. That's not just a pun, it's a good metaphor. It's only same to look at its in

and not frost the issue and cover it up with so much politicalizing. It's not the same thing that a man and a woman should want to play bondage and that someone shoots seventeen women in Montreal.

But the image police would have us -

The image police must make it the same thing, and the image police must make policy based on this. I think it's very dis-

maying. The most basic image of sexuality as it shows up and make people shake their fists at each other over that, then I say fine, be-

cause I think things need shaking up. I

myself have been accusing a writer in Toronto, in a Toronto Star article, of be-

ing a direct contributor to that massacre in Montreal, where a man shot seventeen young women and said, "The feminists made me do it." She said, in her article, that we have a misogynistic culture, and it is constantly being fueled and created by video games and a whole list of things with no names attached, and then she said, "and the films of David Cronenberg."

And the only other name men-

tioned in the article, other than the name of this killer, was Adolf Hitler. She was comparing women to Jews and men to Nazis. I find that irresponsible.

There's another theme I'd like to examine - the Cronenberg hero: Dr. St. Luc in "Shin-

Lunch." There's certainly -

[Surprised] They're all fucking repressed just as you give me this litany, I think, these are all really repressed guys. Which is maybe where some of the mis-

understanding of the movies comes in. If this is the Cronenberg hero, in the sense that Cronenberg posits this as the correct kind of human being to be, then you've immediately typed all the films. That's a terrible misunderstanding of the function of narrative art - to think that you are positing your hero as an example of humanity refined and perfected.

But it happens all the time. I have an ironic distance on these characters. I'm saying, there's always a part of me that's repressed or undiscovered, and that's why I keep forcing myself to look and discover.

Maybe these characters are a projec-
tion of that part of me. But they are not necessarily my model of ideal behavior. But a lot of people assume that. So many people identify you with your main char-
acter, it's scary.

But only are they repressed, but there's a kind of passivity in your heroes - one could say, the passive-reactive Cronenberg hero, as opposed to active. They are often very ineffec-
tive and always on the offensive, all the way through Bill Lee.

I'd say you're absolutely right. Those are my guys, my boys... my team! They're my team. My soccer team.

Your team - they all got picked last on the playground!

[Laughs] They came in first in the last division. We won, we won, we got a tro-

phy! Yeah, but the last division, and there's only one team in that division.

And a fragile bunch, too. You present masculinity as a fragile proportion.

I think that's true. I'm not actually presenting these guys as the embodiment of masculinity - they're male people, it's not quite the same thing. But if you want to reduce everything to sexual politics, I'd say it's the same. The way I'm dealing with this in the movies is not at all the sort of macho-insensitive-nazi that all those feminist critiques present.

Or the in-control manipulator or the pow-

erful technocrat or any of those models. None of them work in your pictures.

That's true. I like this, I like this line of reasoning. It's so obvious, I've never quite talked about it this way before. I think I find that kind of character a very good basis for a film in which one exploits human nature. Rather than a guy who's very opinionated, very secure, very strong, very aggressive, very focused, very active. Certainly, there are any number of writers who start from that vantage point - Shakespeare did okay. But obviously, it works best for me to have a character much more like the ones we've been talk-

ing about. It's not conscious.

They're almost repressed. Just as Brundle repressed.

Like a hairline.

Or a budget. Just as Brundle recedes from life as a man into an insect, and the Maniac recede into the chrome work of their practice, and Bill Lee - who's repressive to begin with - recedes into a kind of complicated wallpaper.

There's a sense of the watching man, the man who sits and watches and is too late. I wonder, do you identify with that?

[Pause] I think there's some truth in that. It's true that I have a real horror of passivity, in one sense. I don't like fantasy in my life. I have an incredible abhorrence of that, and a real drive into reality. I suppose I'm putting my characters in that difficult, passive position deliberately. To see what it takes to provoke them to ac-

tion. I'm interested in that mechanism. It

is an issue with me, and it's interesting to notice that I give my characters the deficit at the beginning and see what happens.

You have an odd romantic disposition.

Yeah. I've never denied that there's a romance in many of my films. I haven't talked about it much, in fact.

A certain estranged romanticism, perhaps.

Yes. The best kind. [Laughs] We
don't want to get too messy.

Acrobic romanticism.

Acrbic, yes. "Astringent" I like be-

cause it's more medical.

Let's talk about your take on "Naked

Lunch." The book is very much about control and the body, the algemen of need, additions of all kinds. The film is really about that. It's about writing. Why focus on that? When all the other concerns of the book, which are funda-

central Cronenberg concerns.

No, wrong. Wrong. This is a very Cronenbergian concern, and here's what it is. In a way, in coming to grips with writing, with being creative, I think I'm coming closer to the basics. And conning closer to the flame by dealing directly with it. Because what is writing but trying to order reality? Trying to make order out of chaos? To come to understand phenomena that are not really susceptible to understanding. To create your own reality. To come to terms with your own internal dialogue in all my films.

All of my characters do this sort of thing.

And here I'm coming to a distorted ver-

sion of it, i.e., a writer. And the fact that it's a dangerous thing to do cinematically - because it's difficult to do it well - is part of the thrill. Just like the difficulty in doing Burroughs because it's an impossible book to film is part of the thrill.

People would expect a lot of flesh in this movie, and there's basically none.

Like I said, I love the inhuman people.

Why make the tyrometers embody the characters' strange sexuality instead of the characters' embodying their strange sexuality themselves?

Because I'm probably giving you the same sort of avoidance, the same sort of avoidance-denial level cinematically that I'm saying Lee is doing psycho-emotion-

ally. That's what's happening. I'm saying Lee is denying and avoiding certain realities about himself. And to the extent that he is controlling his fantasies, they are also avoiding, denying fantasies. So that if he is squeezing mungwump jam into a glass, he is not allowing himself to see that he is really sucking a boy's cock. I think it works. I think it's a structure that has never been used before. I've never seen it. I made some inroads in that direc-

tion in Videodrome, where it's the charac-

ter's point-of-view fantasy that is now controlling the reality.

It's a relentlessly first-person movie in the same way.

Now, why did I choose that structure? Partly, I wanted to deny people their most ordinary expectations. Because I want to surprise them and confound them and intrigue them and jar them out of their expec-

tations. That's one reason. I guess it's the anti-entertainment part of me. An en-

tertainer wants to give you exactly what you want. An entertainer gives you those good old songs that you want to hear. An artist wants to give you what you don't know you want. Something you might know you want the next time, but you never knew you wanted before.